Acute swing nose crossing for railways

The present invention relates to an acute common crossing with moveable point for railway turnouts, comprising a fixed element (2) and a moveable element (3), as well as wing rails (2D), heel blocks (4), distance blocks (5), slide plates (6) and ribbed heel base plates (7).

The front part of the fixed element (2) comprises a moulded part (2A) made of austenitic manganese steel and a base plate (2B), located below the moulded part, made of a steel with a greater fatigue resistance than the austenitic manganese steel of the moulded part (2A), for example, carbon steel or low alloy steel.

The base plate (2B) is continuous and extends at least the entire length of the moulded part (2A), and the moulded part (2A) and the base plate (2B) are fixed to one another.
Description

Object of the Invention

[0001] The present invention refers to an acute swing nose crossing with an improved fixed element and is limited to the technological field of railway infrastructure.

Background of the Invention

[0002] The common crossing is the part of the track where rail crossing materializes, which must permit traffic on both rail lines, without any type of restriction.

[0003] Crossings are divided into crossings with fixed point and crossings with moveable point, the latter providing the advantage that they eliminate the gap or interruption of the rail track which crossings with fixed points must provide to allow the passage of the railway wheel flanges.

[0004] Acute common crossings with moveable points consist of a fixed part and a moveable part, the moveable part alternatively coupling to either side of the fixed part to allow the passage of the railway wheel through either rail to form a continuous rail track, eliminating the need for the use of checkrails to guide the wheel axles through the gap of the crossing with fixed point. This has the advantages of a smoother rolling with an absence of impacts through the crossing, resulting in a more comfortable ride, without noise and vibrations, less maintenance and longer life of the crossing with moveable point with respect to the crossing with fixed point.

[0005] There are various types of acute common crossings with moveable point, all of them being classified into two large groups depending on their construction:

- Built-up acute common crossings with moveable point. In these crossings, the fixed element is made up of rail sections or the like in their rolling area, which rail profiles are assembled, preferably by brackets and bolts, or clips, to a set of plates which in turn are attached to the sleepers by means of tie screws or bolts. The moveable element is made of machined carbon steel rails or forged elements of the same material. To improve the wear properties in the rolling areas, it is common to perform hardening heat treatments in said areas.

- Acute common crossings with moveable point of a monolithic type. In this case, in the area of contact with the railway wheel, the front part of the fixed element seen from the points of the switch is made up of a monobloc part or box made of cast steel, preferably austenitic manganese steel. The moveable element can be partially made of austenitic manganese steel.

[0006] Traditionally, the rolling elements of the crossing, both of the fixed element and of the moveable element, have been manufactured in naturally hard steels or steels hardened by heat treatment, in the latter case achieving better wear behaviour since the hardness of the rolling area is found to be above 300 HB.

[0007] Nevertheless, this heat treatment is a surface treatment and has been performed on carbon steel or on low alloyed steel, so it has the following drawbacks:

- The hardened surface layer does not regenerate and is gradually lost with advancing wear in the area of contact with the wheel.

- The base material of rolling elements is not easily repairable on the track by electric built up welding, given that the content of carbon and/or its alloy elements require pre-heating the material which is not easy to do on the track.

[0008] The use of austenitic manganese steels is also known since they provide an excellent compromise between impact and wear resistance.

[0009] Austenitic manganese steel experiences a marked phenomenon of surface hardening by cold plastic deformation under the passage of the wheels of the trains, forming in its surface a layer of extreme hardness suitable to withstand wear but retaining high ductility in its core that allows it to withstand wheel impacts and the propagation of cracks.

[0010] A particularity of austenitic manganese steel is its surface work hardening capacity by plastic deformation and martensitic transformation under the passage of the wheels, there always being a hard layer in the running surface in contact with the railway wheels. This confers considerable wear resistance capacity given that the hard layer is gradually regenerated with the passage of the wheels. At the same time, it is an impact resistant material given that the core of the parts is austenite, and therefore quite ductile. It is further possible to perform a pre-hardening by analogous plastic deformation or explosion on the running surfaces of the elements made of austenitic manganese steel, which gives the material an initial hardness between 320 and 350 HB, limiting the initial plastic deformation induced by the contact of the railway wheels. Said pre-hardening increases the life of the component against wear inflicted by the railway wheels and helps to conserve the geometry of the rolling area throughout the service life of the component.

[0011] A drawback of this material is its low fatigue resistance, which is less than other types of carbon steel and alloy steels, for example, pearlitic steel for rails, the use of very large parts being necessary. Even so, since austenitic manganese steel lacks a fatigue limit in its stress-number of lifecycles diagram (Wohler diagram), the life of the components made of this material remains finite with respect to the fatigue phenomenon. In railway applications where either the loads per axle are high or the number of load-unload cycle is high, this is a drawback given that parts subject to a pulsating load due to the passage of the wheels will have a short life, experi-
ening fatigue cracking which will lead to their replacement.

[0012] In the case of crossings with moveable point with a fixed monolithic element, the most critical area of the component made of austenitic Mn steel is located at the base of said element where it comes into contact with the sleepers. Due to the pulsating load of the passage of the wheels tensile stresses having a high value are produced at the base which, over time, cause the onset of cracking and breaking of the part due to fatigue.

[0013] This drawback becomes insurmountable in those railway operations where the cumulative annual tonnage is very high, being able to render the crossing with moveable point unusable prematurely, being necessary to replace it, or in those operations where it is necessary to ensure a high level of safety against possible failures.

[0014] The objective of this invention is to provide a crossing with moveable point with an improved fixed element in which the beneficial characteristics of wear and impact resistance of austenitic manganese steel can be taken advantage of and the problem of its poor fatigue resistance, especially in the areas subject to pulsating tensile stresses, is resolved.

[0015] Several patent documents are known in the current state of the art in which the front part of the fixed element of the crossing with moveable point, where the contact occurs with the wheels of the train, is monolithic and made of austenitic manganese steel. Such is the case of patent applications EP-0835552-A1, FR-2640294-A1 and FR-2695662-A1. In all these cases, it can be seen that the base of the fixed element or cradle is made of the same material given that the fixed element is a monolithic moulded element. This type of implementation has the advantage of being easy to manufacture. However, the lower part of the fixed element, subjected to pulsating tensile stresses, will experience a marked fatigue phenomenon as explained above.

Description of the Invention

[0016] This problem arising in the current state of the art is resolved in the present invention patent by means of an advantageous design of a fixed element in its front part, where contact with the wheels of the train occurs, made up of two parts with clearly different materials depending of their manner of working:

- The upper part of the fixed element, in contact with the railway wheels, is made of impact and wear resistant austenitic manganese steel.
- The lower part of the fixed element or base is a continuous plate made of a high fatigue resistant carbon or low alloy steel.

[0017] More specifically, the invention relates to an acute common crossing with moveable point for railway turnouts, comprising a fixed element and a moveable element, as well as wing rails, heel blocks, distance blocks, slide plates and ribbed heel base plates. According to the invention, the front part of the fixed element seen from the points of the switch, where contact with the railway wheels occurs, comprises (or is made up of) a moulded part made of (wear resistant) austenitic manganese steel and a base plate located below the moulded part made of steel with a greater fatigue resistance than the austenitic manganese steel of the moulded part (2A), for example, carbon steel or low allow steel resistant to the fatigue phenomenon. The base plate is continuous and extends at least the length of the moulded part, and the moulded part and the base plate are fixed to one another by means of fastening means, for example, by means of bolts or rivets.

[0018] With this innovative design, the fixed element of the crossing with moveable frog points will have a low life cycle cost because on one hand, its life with respect to fatigue is greater and its life limit with respect to the wear that the wheels produce on the running surfaces is much greater because the area subjected to pulsating tensile stresses is made of a steel with a high fatigue threshold which provides it with a longer life with respect to the fatigue phenomenon caused by pulsating stresses to which the base is subjected. This is achieved by the advantageous combination of a wear resistant material, such as austenitic manganese steel (but it does not have a fatigue threshold and will ultimately break under fatigue), with a material that has a fatigue threshold, such as carbon or alloy steel, which can be dimensioned to have an unlimited life with respect to the fatigue phenomenon.

[0019] The moveable element can be configured to slide in its setting on the base plate such that it alternately couples to either side of the fixed element, giving way to the main line or the branch line and forming a continuous rail track.

[0020] The base plate of the fixed element can be supported on the infrastructure without the interposition of metal support plates or by means of the interposition of metal support plates.

Description of the Drawings

[0021] To complement the description being made and for the purpose of aiding to better understand the features of the invention according to several preferred practical embodiments thereof, a set of drawings is attached as an integral part of said description in which the following has been depicted with an illustrative and non-limiting character:

Figure 1 depicts a perspective view of the acute common crossing with moveable point with an improved fixed element according to a possible embodiment of the invention, giving way to the circulation on the main line, considering that said crossing is integrated in a right hand turnout, in which the support of the
plate (2B) of the fixed element on the infrastructure is achieved without the interposition of metal plates. The fastening elements to the infrastructure, such as bolts, nuts and washers, are not depicted in the interest of clarity.

Figure 2 depicts a perspective view of the acute common crossing with moveable point with an improved fixed element according to an alternative embodiment of the invention, giving way to the main track, considering that said crossing is integrated in a right hand turnout, in which the support of the plate (2A) of the fixed element on the infrastructure is achieved with the interposition of metal plates (8). The fastening elements to the infrastructure, such as bolts, nuts and washers, are not depicted in the interest of clarity.

Figure 3 depicts a plan view of the acute common crossing with moveable point with an improved fixed element object of the invention according to Figure 1, giving way to the main track, considering that said crossing is integrated in right hand turnout.

Figure 4 depicts an elevation view of the acute common crossing with moveable point with an improved fixed element object of the invention according to Figure 1, in the front area of the fixed element, where the moulded element and the base plate on which the former rests can be seen.

Figure 5 shows a section of the acute common crossing with movable point depicted in Figure 3 according to section lines AB.

Figure 6 shows a section of the acute common crossing with movable point depicted in Figure 3 according to section lines CD.

Figure 7 shows a section of the acute common crossing with movable point depicted in Figure 3 according to section lines EF.

Figure 8 shows a section of the acute common crossing with movable point depicted in Figure 3 according to section lines GH.

Figure 9 shows a section of the acute common crossing with movable point depicted in Figure 3 according to section lines IJ.

Preferred Embodiments of the Invention

[0022] The crossing with moveable point (1) consists of two main elements, a fixed element (2) and another moveable element (3) or point. Said point (3) moves by manual or mechanical means, alternatively coupling inside the fixed element(2) to either side, giving way to the main line or the branch line of the turnout in which it is installed, forming a continuous rail track for the railway wheel. Additionally, the crossing with moveable point object of the invention (1) may comprise other elements, such as bearing plates, distance blocks, heel blocks, clips, etc.

[0023] The front part of the fixed element (2) seen from the points of the switch, where contact with the wheels of the train occurs, is made up of a monolithic moulded part (2A) divided in two halves made of austenitic manganese steel, in contact with the railway wheels, a base (2B) made of a steel with a greater fatigue resistance than the austenitic manganese steel of the moulded part (2A), for example, carbon steel or low alloy steel, preferably rolled or forged, where it supports the moulded part (2A), entry rails (2C) preferably made of rolled carbon steel, and welded to the moulded part (2A) by means of a workshop welding process, and wing rails (2D) welded to the moulded part by means of a workshop welding process. Said wing rails (2D) can be made in a rail section or in sections of another type, and their purpose consists of serving as attachment for the fixed element (2) with the moveable element (3) in the heel or rear part of the crossing through the heel blocks (4) and serving as a support for other elements forming the crossing, such as distance blocks (5), slide plates (6), and ribbed heel base plates (7).

[0024] The moulded part (2A) is attached to the base (2B) by means of bolted or riveted fasteners (2F), such that both (2A, 2B) are integral during their service life. The number, size and design of said bolted or riveted fasteners (2F) are expected to be such that the attachment between the moulded part (2A) and the base (2B) is at all times integral and clearances or breaks due to fatigue are not generated throughout the service life of the crossing.

[0025] The base (2B) extends at least the entire length of the moulded part (2A) such that its manner of working under the passage of railway wheels essentially consists of pulsating tensile stresses. There are no discontinuities of the plate or base (2B) in the longitudinal direction of the moulded part (2A), given that this would create pulsating stress peaks in the front part of said moulded part (2A), which would lead to its premature fatigue failure. Said base (2B) therefore is continuous in the longitudinal direction of the crossing. By combining the suitable thickness in the base element (2B) with the height of the moulded part (2A) the pulsating tensile stresses in the lower part of the moulded part (2A) under the passage of the wheels are very small, and therefore, the life with respect to fatigue of the moulded part (2A) can be considerably increased, this being clearly greater than the life of said crossing taking into account only the wear which the railway wheels confer on their running surfaces.

[0026] Since the base (2B) is be made of a material with a high fatigue threshold, it is sized such that its life is infinite with respect to the fatigue phenomenon with respect to the level of pulsating tensile stresses caused by the passage of the wheel.

[0027] The upper part of the base (2B) likewise serves as a support and sliding element of the point or moveable element (3), which slides on said base in its lateral setting to alternatively couple to either side of the fixed element, and to thus give way to the main line and to the branch line. In said upper part, the base (2B) can bear surface
treatments based on solid lubricants for the purpose of preventing the periodic lubrication.

[0028] Additionally, the base (2B) can be supported on a set of metal plates (8) which also rest on the sleepers or the concrete slab of the infrastructure under the crossing with movable point, or the base (2B) can be directly assembled on said sleepers or said concrete slab without the interposition of metal plates or only with the interposition of resilient pads. In either case, the primary function of the base (2B) is to bear the pulsating tensile stresses caused under the passage of the wheels of the train units, and the secondary function is to serve as a support and slip surface for the point or moveable element (3) in its lateral setting.

[0029] The point or moveable element (3) can have different types of construction, being made up of rails, forged pieces and even moulded elements made of austenitic manganese steel.

**Claims**

1. Acute common crossing with moveable point for railway turnouts, comprising a fixed element (2) and a moveable element (3), as well as wing rails (2D), heel blocks (4), distance blocks (5), slide chairs (6) and ribbed heel base plates (7), characterised in that the front part of the fixed element (2) seen from the points of the switch, where the contact with the railway wheels occurs, comprises a moulded part (2A) made of austenitic manganese steel and a base plate (2B), located below the moulded part, made of a steel with a greater fatigue resistance than the austenitic manganese steel of the moulded part (2A), for example, carbon steel or low alloy steel, in that the base plate (2B) is continuous and extends at least the entire length of the moulded part (2A), and in that the moulded part (2A) and the base plate (2B) are fixed to one another by fastening means, for example, by means of bolts or rivets (2F).

2. Acute common crossing with moveable point for turnouts according to claim 1, characterised in that the moveable element (3) slides in its setting on the base plate (2B) such that it alternatively couples to either side of the fixed element (2), giving way to the main line or the branch line and forming a continuous rail track.

3. Acute common crossing with moveable point for turnouts according to any of claims 1 and 2, characterised in that the base plate (2B) of the fixed element (2) is supported on the infrastructure without the interposition of metal support plates.

4. Acute common crossing with moveable point for railway turnouts according to any of claims 1 and 2, characterised in that the base plate (2B) of the fixed element (2) is supported on the infrastructure by means of the interposition of metal support plates (8).
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